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What is Ransomware?
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• Preventing victims’ access to their data
o Locking out the victims
o Encrypting some or all of their files
• Demanding ransom to be paid
o A ransom note or splash screen
o Payment via cryptocurrency
o Contact information or multi-lingual support may
be provided
o May include extra pressure, e.g. timer
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Figure 3: Operating Systems affected

Our Research Aim
• To understand how various ransomware strains are
being deployed
• To find out how (potential) victims may react to
ransomware incidents
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• A predictive model of ransomware
• A user study (questionnaire + interview) of victims
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Key findings

Paid Ransom
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• Common infection vectors
Reverse engineered
Clicking a link on a website
o Phishing and social engineering
Contacted relevant authorities
Exploiting a vulnerable part or weakness
o Exploit kits
Unknown
Other
Clicking a link in a email
o Downloader
Recovered data from backup
Opening an attachment in an email
o Trojan botnets
Figure 4: How ransomware got in
Figure 5: How data got recovered
o Traffic distribution systems
• “Randep”: Ransomware Deployment model
o Mapping ransomware activities into higher and
lower level stages (Figure 1)
• Applying the Randep model on some ransomware Table 1: Common first signs of ransomware infection
o TeslaCrypt, Cerber and WannaCry (Figure 2)
• The most common attack
• Human responses: victims’ perspective
vector is via email, more
o Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5, and Table 1
specifically through email
attachments
Client
• Basic security hygiene
stealth
suspicious
obvious
should be followed
o Do backups
F : ngerprint
o Be careful with links
E : encrypt
D : delete
P : propagate
(especially on emails)
o Perform software updates
C : C&C
o Install protection software
L : lock
T : threat
o Don’t run everyday
M : map
operations with admin
deployment
privileges by default
Key
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Figure 1: Predictive model of ransomware
deployment methods
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• Prevention is better than
remedy
• Educating users and
implementing endpoint
security measures are needed
• Do not pay the ransom
demand!
o There is no guarantee you
would get your data back
o By paying ransom, you
could be funding
cybercrime

Adapted from a published journal article:
Figure 2: The stages of deployment for TeslaCrypt, Cerber and WannaCry
according to the states of the Randep model
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